
Industry Pioneers Partner to Deliver Increased Distribution Opportunities for Tokenized Real 
World Assets 
 
Strategic partnership between US based and Singapore based tokenization and digital asset 
trading platforms increases accessibility for investors and issuers. 
 
NEW YORK, Nov. 15, 2023 – Oasis Pro, fintech infrastructure provider and InvestaX, licensed real 
world asset tokenization platform, today announced during the Singapore Fintech Festival, a 
partnership that epitomizes one of the founding ethos of the digital asset ecosystem - increasing 
accessibility for both investors and issuers.  
 
“Through our collaboration, Oasis Pro and InvestaX provide issuers a seamless journey across 
the entire investment lifecycle of security tokens, enhancing their reach and capabilities in the 
evolving digital economy.” Michael So, VP Deal Execution, Oasis Pro. 

 

Oasis Pro is a next-gen infrastructure provider evolving capital markets by enabling multi-asset 
digital security issuance trading and services. They are a first mover in fintech based out of the 
United States and their subsidiary, Oasis Pro Markets, is one of the first FINRA/SIPC member 
firms with an alternative trading system (ATS) / marketplace. Leveraging their wall street and 
blockchain knowledge paired with a regulation-first approach they turn traditional assets into 
digital securities helping transition investors from web2 to web3. 
 
InvestaX is a real-world asset (RWA) tokenization and security token trading platform in Asia 
licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. InvestaX offers a one-stop solution for the 
issuance, trading, and custody of digital securities. In addition, through its affiliate, IX Swap, the 
platform is the world’s first automated market maker specifically designed for security tokens. 
 
“Our Platforms have a shared vision of breaking down barriers and promoting interoperability. 
By joining forces, our customers will benefit from the comprehensive offerings of both platforms 
and is a testament to our commitment for building an open architecture.” Alice Chen, Co-
founder & COO of InvestaX. 
 
This collaboration leverages the well developed tech stacks and regulatory expertise of both 
parties to further suit the needs of issuers and investors. Aiming to bridge the worlds of Tradfi 
and DeFi this partnership prioritizes compliance to empower investors and asset owners 
fostering global financial inclusion and driving connectivity. As the digital asset space continues 
to grow investor interest is peaking in digital asset offerings that provide the same regulatory 
protections as a traditional offering.  
 
The recently launched Methodic CoinDesk ETH Staking Fund currently offered through Oasis Pro 
Markets will be the first fund of this kind offered on InvestaX, whereby InvestaX can act as the 
gateway to the Asian market.  
 
 



About Oasis Pro 
Oasis Pro is a global fintech infrastructure provider for real world assets and digital securities bridging 
the world of traditional finance from web2 to web3. Leveraging our wall street and blockchain expertise 
we provide end to end solutions to guide traditional financial institutions and sophisticated investors in 
the evolution of alternative asset investing. Oasis Pro’s subsidiary, Oasis Pro Markets, is a FINRA 
member firm that operates a multi-asset alternative trading system (ATS), OATSPRO, to allow primary 
issuance and trading of public and private multi-asset digital securities as well as a full-service 
investment bank. Learn more at www.oasispro.com. Securities are offered through Oasis Pro Markets, 
Member FINRA/SIPC. 

 
About Investax: 
Founded in 2015, IC SG Pte. Ltd. (InvestaX) is the leading tokenization SaaS platform in Asia and 
has been granted a Capital Markets Services (CMS) and Recognized Market Operator (RMO) 
licenses by the Monetary Authority of Singaport to deal in and operate an organized market for 
securities, respectively. InvestaX’s sister platform, IX Swap offers the world’s first automated 
market maker (AMM) and IXS Launchpad for security tokens and real world asset tokens. Both 
InvestaX and IX Swap are early pioneers in the use of blockchain technologies to develop leading 
infrastructure connecting traditional finance (Tradfi) and decentralized finance (DeFi) legally and 
compliantly. 
 

http://www.oasispro.com/

